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CR1-C3b interaction is essential in control and 
function of Complement System 

Complement Receptor 1

Studied in Paul Barlow's NMR group in Edinburgh

CR1

C3b

CR1 
present 
on 
blood 
cells

C3b
coats foreign 

bodies



CR1

C3b ?

Problem

Known structure of an interaction site 
Assigned resonances

Observe chemical shift perturbations 
in CR1 site 2 on complex formation.

What does the complex look like?

20 kDa

200 kDa

Smith B et al. 2002 Cell  

functional site 2CR1



Isotope labelling strategies:

- specific labelling - reduces number of peaks, 

simplifies spectra  [not in this work]

- deuteration - reduces number of relaxation pathways

[CR1 site 2 was 80% deuterated]

How to cope with size?



How to cope with size?

Acquire the spectra in a way that suits better the relaxation properties of 
large proteins (long τm , short T2 ,  T1 long):

- do not transfer magnetisation through fast relaxing nuclei e.g. avoid Cα. 

- use direct carbon detection 

- use pathways where only slow relaxation contributions are active 

- keep magnetisation away from transverse plane



How this work came about ?

INEPT

TR
O

SY

Optimised  transfer

Some standard and recently developed correlation methods

?

CRIPT

CRINEPT

A convenient first step to study complexes is to compare H-N  
correlation spectra of free and a complexed form. 



We normally use the scalar interaction (J coupling) between proton and 
the less sensitive nucleus (15N)  to transfer the magnetisation across in an 

HSQC spectrum. 

INEPT

∆ = 1/(4JIS)

2IySz(2∆) = sin(πJIS2∆)exp(- RI 2∆) Ix(0)

When the coherence is evolving from Ix to 2IySz we are losing 
signal mostly due to transverse relaxation.
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INEPT Size limit ≈ 20 kDa 



TROSY
In large proteins the cross correlated relaxation is an effective mechanism. 

TROSY controls CC contributions.

 
JNH

HSQC:

multiplet:

TROSY:

No refocusing and decoupling

selection instead

CC causes 
differences 
in linewidth

and intensity 
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Pervushin et al. 1997 PNAS  
Size limit ≈ 80 kDa 



The DD and CSA interfere destructively for 
transitions associated with the β states of 
15N and 1H.

βα

αα

αβ

ββ

|ψHψN>

IxS
β, IyS

β

kauto – kcross

|αβ><ββ|
|βα><ββ|

TROSY
TROSY controls cross-correlated (interference)  

contributions from DD and CSA relaxation mechanisms



In CRIPT transition is not via the J coupling but through the 
DD-CSA cross-correlation route

CRIPT, CRINEPT

CRIPT Iz      => Ix       =>     2IxSz

2IxSz(T) = sinh(Rcc
xyT)exp(- RI T)Ix(0) 

CRINEPT Iz      => Ix       =>     2IySz, 2IxSz

2IySz(t) = f [ Rcc
xyT, JIST ] exp(- RI T) Ix(0), 

2IxSz(t) = f [ Rcc
xyT, JIST ] exp(- RI T) Ix(0)

Riek R. et al. 2002 JACS 

x  1H180

Tune T
to the size of proteinT yyx  15N180

Up to 900 kDa 



Optimisation theory

Khaneja et al. JMR 2003, PNAS 2003 (CROP), PNAS 2004

Optimised transfer's 
geometry 

The physical limit of efficiency: η    = √(1+ ζ2)  − ζ

ζ2 = [ (kDD + kI
CSA)2 – kCROSS

2 ] / (J2 + kCROSS
2 )

Transfer: Iz -> IzSz, IzSx, IzSy

IzSz, IzSx, IzSy

Ix, Iy, Iz



The CROP pulse realises optimal transfer

amplitude frequency

time time

Optimal CROP

½ J 

½ J 

Optimum only on resonance



Selective Population Inversion, an old method revisited.
SPI is optimal

Pachler & Wessels 1973 J Magn Res; Khaneja et al. 2004 Phys Rev   

Iz (  = IzS
α  + IzS

β )                                       IzSz (= IzS
α  −  IzS

β )

For kcross / kauto ~ 1   (large proteins)

optimal transfer  inverts IzS
β =>  -IzS

β

destructive 
cross-

relaxation 
interference βα
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We want to invert one transition

transition for a spin pair. 

Selective

Selective 



and broad banded:

Polychromatic - “combing”

Excite 
each
amide  in 
an H-N 
correlation 
spectrum

Polychromatic



How fine an excitation band needs to be?  

– We don't want to hit two spectral lines! 

-> Set less than J coupling (NH pair ~90 Hz).

Separation between the excitation bands? 
We don't want to hit the other component with the 
next tooth 
-> Set distance larger than 2J couplings

Total width of the required excitation band ?

-> for HN 6ppm   (3600600MHz to 5400900MHzHz).

Inversion

6 ppm

> 2J



How was the pulse created?
Comb creation

frequency
modulation

20 different frequencies separated 
by 200Hz

pick a shaped pulse with good selectivity

amplitude

30ms 
Gauss 

shaped 
pulse

5% 
truncated

inversion profile

ν [Hz]

amplitude

t [ms]
300

t [ms] 300



Comb characteristics 

phase

time [s]

Mz

on resonance

off resonance

time 
evolution

RF amplitude 



Comb inversion

Inversion profile of the polychromatic comb

20 different 
frequencies 

separated by 
200Hz

ν [Hz]

Mz



Pulse sequence

A simple pulse sequence, kept short not to allow spins to relax

∆∆

t1

2IzSz

PFG

15N

1H
-x

15N

1

H

15N

1

H

inversion:



How does the spectrum look like ?
Series of spectra with offsets spanning the 2J separation 

between the bands

Spectra

offset 5.95 ppm offset 5.95 ppm + 50Hz



Spectra

The complete spectrum is a sum.

Spectra multiplied by a step function: 
-1,1

with period of the excitation profile.

-1

1

8 spectra
offset difference 25Hz

inv. period 200Hz
Processed using AZARA with added 
step function.

http://www.bio.cam.ac.uk/azara/



How effective is SPI?

Effectiveness

QSim – http://www.bpc.lu.se Helgstrand & Allard 2004

SPI

CRIPT, 900 MHz

CRIPT, 500 MHz
J

120 ns (200 kDa)

calculation 
for transition 

with most 
favourable 

cross-
correlated 
relaxation 

contribution



polychromatic-SPI

Method comparison

CRINEPT

contoured at 2*noise 
level

8*7 h spectrum 48 h spectrum



Further development

time [s]

Mz

ideal pulse:
- short
- inverts/does not invert  
exactly width of J coupling –
need to repeat only twice

shorter pulse avoids relaxation

ν [Hz]

Mz

Avoid these 
periods: 
When Mz ~ 0 
Mx,y is present 
and relaxes 
fast !

In short pulse 
the inversion 
bands start 
interfering

could aim for  better 
“fill factor”

J

fewer offset repetitions

Inversion 
profile

offset 
inv. prof. 



Quality of spectra:

Information content

TROSY - free CR1-site2

CRINEPT

Polychromatic SPI



Biological information from the Polychromatic-SPI N-H correlation

Biology

red - residues chemical shifts of which 
were affected in forming the complex

Expanded surface CR1 
site2 (3 CCP modules) affected residues:

- show on one face of the molecule
- the interfaces between the domains

potential binding surface revealed

possible reorientation of the constituent 
modules on formation of the complex



published since

TROPIK  pulse train
designed for seriously large proteins

Frueh et al., Khaneja 2005 J Biomol. NMR 

Approximates the CROP transition by a series 
of non-selective  pulses with a small angles of 
rotation.

Delay TT matched  to the size of the protein.

20% more signal 
than in CRIPT 
when applied to  
800kDa GroEL
(tetradecamer)

CRIPT TROPIK
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